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B Neighbrhood Magazine, many friends saw this pair of shoes second men wearing linen beans, feel very curious, in fact this shoe is
Adidas recent skateboard legend Tommy Guerrero launched Tommy Guerrero joint models don't note, is alive in eighty to 90s in San
Francisco sent a skateboard. Bones Brigade is also well-known skateboard team member, this is based on the classic shoes
skateboard shoes SuperSkate, only limited production of two hundred pairs, very precious 
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2012-2-24 upload the download at 10:30 (77.69 KB) what are the favorite shoes of Kanye West? There is no doubt that he always
wore in daily and the performances of Air Jordan VI and Nike Air Yeezy of the two shoes, Kanye's friend Don C designed a
combination of two classic shoes and the creation of the Nike Air Yeezy x Air Jordan VI Sample, the body of the shoe retains the Air
Yeezy classic design and Air Jordan VI transplanted to the outer end of the sole on the whole shoe money color black with extremely
low-key tone, composed of black leather, suede and bright skin, and also added a tongue on the orange "Y" lace design, I believe the
majority of shoes collectors did not dare feel overjoyed, but this is not for sale. But there has been looming Nike Air Yeezy 2, rumored
to be on sale in March 23rd, want to know the true and false, please pay more attention to our follow-up reports.
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